
Performance: Articulation Performances
Tuesday October 11 and Thursday October 13

Purpose: ! To begin exploring the question - through protest liberation poetry - what does it mean to fight?
! ! To move - as practice, response - from text to embodied performance.
!       ! To analyze, experience, delve in to performance, through acts of creation and adaptation.
!       ! To step into performance that articulates history as present with us;
! !  linking concepts of dialectics, conscientization, and applied ritual, symbol, and artful acts.

Grading Criteria:
!       ! Did you create and share a thoughtful and embodied adaptation and performance?
! ! (Incorporate applied acts of ritual, symbol? Frame what you want us to consider?)? (50 p.)
 ! ! Did you have well thought out and performed moments of movement? (20 p.)
! ! Did you incorporate sound meaningfully? (10 p.)
! ! Did you incorporate visual landscapes meaningfully? (10 p.)
! ! Did your performance last between 2-4 minutes? (5 p.)
! ! Did you begin and complete your performance? (5 p.)

1) Choose 1 stanza from “mother” by Viriato da Cruz (4 possible, among “Voice,” “Back,” “Lap,” “Eyes,”).
(Share every original word of the stanza; if you wish, you may also pick 1-2 words to emphasize/repeat.)
!  Each person will begin their stanza with 1 of the 3 opening lines of the poem. 
! (Either “Your presence...” “drama of flesh and blood,” or “Life has written...”). 
             
2) Choose one historical moment to elaborate. 
! Your performance is a reflection of, and a response to, the poem stanza you chose. 
!  As you notice one piece of history that speaks out to you from your selection pair it with a related 
! symbol (visual or sound) and a ritual (physical) that open your performance.

3) Choose one moment calling you to “fight”  - which you will incorporate. 
! Your performance is of protest and liberation poetry from the independence movements in 
! Mozambique, Angola, and Guinea (1961-1974, and ongoing). Your poem, “Black Mother,” speaks, all 
! in one body of work, of what Margaret Dickinson calls “the international vision [reality] of 
! [modern-day] slavery and exploitation,” it acts as an “assertion of the value of African culture,” and 
! “it calls us to revolt.” What does this call up in you? What imperialist forces - which may “distract us 
! from, or even vaporize our dreams,” - do you see in the world around you? How do they affect the 
! people around you, including yourself? 
!  Speak to what you are fighting for with a symbol you incorporate at some point by the end of 
! your performance. You will pair this symbol with a ritual important to you, this ritual will also reference 
! what you are fighting for, and it will be shared at the very end of your performance.
!
4) Create a performance around the poem. The performance must:
!  Include two sounds other than your voice speaking the words (rhythms, vocal/body sounds, etc).
!  Include a visual element from the stanza you chose (your relationship to light or an object). 
!  Include two moments of movement that physicalize your relationship to the poem, and characterize 
! you as a speaker.
!  Include a beginning (opening ritual and symbol), and an end (closing ritual and symbol).
!  Frame what you want us to know, see, hear, differently. 
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5) Rehearse. Stand up, play, and find an organic way to bring your performance to life.
Develop your script (see *7) in rough draft form on Tuesday October 4, through practice, and bring it to class 
Thursday October 6. We’ll work through it and so you can rehearse and finalize over the weekend. FYI Office 
Hours this week are 3:45 to 5:30 on Wednesday October 5.

6) Share your performance, for 2 to 4 minutes, in class. 

7) Turn in a 1/2-1 page “script” of your stanza, on the day of your performance. It will include, marked 
on the stanza itself, a description of your two sounds, visual element, movement moments, your opening 
ritual and symbol, and your closing ritual and symbol. 

______________________

(Question)This performance is asking you to begin conceptualizing of protest differently: moving from the 
ego, to a sense of something beyond mere individuals, one moment in history, or one perspective. How do 
we get history unstuck, living out our interrelatedness, with our bodies?

(Idea/Concept)For the body of your performance, between your opening and closing, play with the frames 
we have learned together, of (1) dialectics (Organizing for Social Change: what seemingly opposed concepts 
are present in your text, as tensions that pull oppositely and productively at one another?), or (2) with the 
frames of conscientization (Pedagogy of the Oppressed: what “convincing projects” or “admiration projects” 
are mentioned, what “banking” versus “awakening” models of education/interaction are included in your 
text?). And (3) think of what applied models of performance function like (Greenpeace, Hmong Refugee 
Camp Theatre, example pieces you share on our performanceintro3 blog: what works about these, what 
makes them successful? incorporate any element of that success, as a way to apprentice).

(Gain)We are analyzing and contextualizing through adaptation, delving in to new creation, and experiencing 
one another’s work in live conversation. Taking in your surroundings as you share your symbol and ritual with 
us, keep in mind our question: what does it mean to fight?, how will you end up somewhere different than you 
began? 

(Remember as always) treat your audience with care, as you acknowledge or include them. Treat your own 
body with respect, by using it in the space, and for the sake of telling what you find most important in this 
text. As you walk in, come with a sense of purpose - who are you speaking to us as?, and what is coming 
through you, energetically, in this poem?  
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